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Abstract

Supersonic aircraft are inherently challenging to design because they are highly coupled multidisciplinary systems that operate
in a diverse range of flight regimes. As modern supersonic aircraft become lighter and require greater electrical capabilities, the
propulsion and thermal management systems become performance critical. In this work, we develop a coupled propulsion-thermal
model and perform gradient-based optimization to simultaneously design the engine and thermal system. After constructing the full
multidisciplinary system, we solve a series of optimization problems using the coupled model with both “lifting” (refrigerating) and
non-lifting thermal management systems. We sweep through a range of heat transfer requirements to evaluate how the performance of
the optimal engine varies. Depending on the heat transfer requirement, optimization reduces fuel consumption up to 2.6% when using
a thermal lifting system, showing the relative importance of considering the engine and thermal systems simultaneously.
Keywords: Multidisciplinary design optimization; engine design; thermal systems; gradient-based optimization.
1.

Introduction
The next generation of aircraft, in both the commercial and military sectors, must meet increasingly stringent requirements, including constraints on fuel consumption, noise, emissions, heat, and cost. To meet these performance metrics, aircraft designers must
innovate, from the system level to individual parts. The propulsion system has a particularly large effect on overall aircraft performance,
since it both propels the aircraft and provides auxiliary power.
As aircraft become lighter and more electrified, thermal constraints become more limiting and critical for the system level design.
Military aircraft are especially constrained thermally due to radar, communications, and weapons systems. Many operational constraints, such as radar observability and weight limits, reduce the available ways to dissipate heat. Heat can be rejected via airstreams
within the engine without drastically increasing radar signature. Because of this, interactions between the propulsion and thermal
systems have been studied extensively for military aircraft [1, 19, 2, 3, 11]. The effect of heat exchangers within engine bypass ducts is
a specific area of interest. Bypass heat exchangers are useful in both transonic and supersonic aircraft. Prior work has studied bypass
heat exchangers using wind-tunnel experiments [5, 14] and computational methods [1, 19, 5, 14]. Bypass airflow heat exchangers
are also useful in transonic commercial airlines, including the Boeing 787, which has a surface cooler to reject engine oil heat and
generator heat [6], showing the wide applicability of this research.
Instead of conducting experiments to evaluate new aircraft system designs, we use computational modeling, which allows designers
to rapidly evaluate systems at a relatively low cost. To capture the effects of bypass heat exchangers, we need to model both the engine
and thermal systems simultaneously and in a fully coupled manner. This has been done previously by Allison et al. [1] and by
Puterbaugh et al. [19], who found interesting trade-offs between engine performance and thermal dissipation capacity. However, few
of these studies looked at changing the design of the engine or thermal system, and no previous study has performed optimization on
the coupled system.
By using multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) [18], we can vary the design of a complex system to minimize an objective
function subject to constraints. However, to explore a large design space efficiently, we need to use gradient-based design optimization [16]. Gradient-based optimization methods require the total derivatives of the system for all functions of interest. Generally, this
means that the multidisciplinary computational models must be developed with efficient derivative computation in mind. In the case of
coupled engine-thermal systems, we need the derivatives of any quantity of interest (fuel burn, thrust produced, heat dissipated) with
respect to all engine and thermal design variables.
In this paper, we first discuss the relevant theory behind engine and thermal system modeling. We then use NASA’s OpenMDAO
framework [7] to construct a model that couples the engine and thermal system and efficiently computes the relevant gradients. We
construct a 3-stream, split-flow supersonic turbofan engine and examine different thermal system architectures, including a simple
heat-lifting system. We then perform a series of optimizations to show how the engine and thermal systems interact together and find
optimal designs for a variety of thermal loads and flight conditions. We find that the addition of the thermal lifting system decreases the
fuel consumption for a thermally-constrained supersonic flight condition by amounts ranging from 1.5% for 2.5 kW of heat rejection,
to 2.6% for 15 kW of heat rejection.
2. Model Description
2.1 Propulsion Model
The propulsion system is modeled using a 1D thermodynamic cycle implemented in pyCycle [8], which is developed using
OpenMDAO [7]. pyCycle is designed to model propulsion systems within the context of larger systems, especially for MDO applications. The tool provides a library of elements, such as inlets, compressors, combustors, and turbines, that can be combined to
create an engine cycle. pyCycle has similar modeling capabilities as the industry standard, NPSS [12]. pyCycle also provides efficient
analytic derivatives, which are necessary for gradient-based optimization.
In this work, we use pyCycle to construct our three-stream split-flow supersonic engine model, which is shown in Fig. 1. We also
show the engine model with the addition of the thermal lifting system in Fig. 2, which is explained in detail in Sec. 2.2.2. Throughout
the paper, we perform single-point design optimization, though pyCycle has the ability to run multipoint optimization problems in
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parallel. We use a supersonic top-of-climb flight condition throughout this work, since a previous multipoint design study found it was
the most limiting condition [10].
We include installation effects using a series of surrogate models based on data from a fixed-shape supersonic inlet. Based on the
free stream Mach number, projected capture area, and inlet area, we compute bleed, bypass, and spillage drag terms to account for
installation losses. These drag contributions are subtracted from the net thrust of the rest of the engine cycle to obtain an installed net
thrust, which is used to measure engine performance. Split-flow turbofans are realistically not used in the supersonic regime, though
we use a split-flow architecture here to study engine-thermal interactions with a relatively simple engine model. For the same reason,
the engine architecture used here does not have an afterburner.
Figure 1: The 3-stream engine schematic with bypass duct heat exchanger.
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Figure 2: The same 3-stream engine architecture, but with the thermal lifting system added.
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2.2 Thermal System Model
2.2.1 Heat Exchanger Description
Heat exchangers provide an interface with favorable heat transfer properties between hot and cold fluids. The steady-state heat
transfer of a heat exchanger can be computed via the NTU -effectiveness method as

UAoverall 
Tin,h − Tin,c ,
NTU
UAoverall
NTU =
,
Cmin

C 
ε = Φ NTU , min ,
Cmax
q=ε

where q is the heat transfer rate, ε is the heat transfer effectiveness, Tin,h/c are the fluid inlet temperatures, NTU is the number of thermal
units, UAoverall is the overall heat transfer coefficient times the corresponding heat transfer area, Cmin , Cmax are the maximum and
minimum values of the fluid heat transfer capacity ṁ c p for the hot and cold sides, and Φ is an analytical or empirical function that
depends on the flow arrangement of the heat exchanger (for example, crossflow) [13].
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For this study, we modeled crossflow, plate-fin heat exchangers with offset strip fin geometry. This configuration is considered a
“compact” heat exchanger because it has a large surface area to volume ratio, suitable for gas-liquid or gas-gas exchange in weightsensitive aerospace applications [13]. The offset strip fin geometry improves convective heat transfer coefficients compared to straight
fins. The heat exchanger design problem involves choosing appropriate geometry and material thickness to satisfy heat transfer,
pressure loss, weight, and volume requirements. Figure 3 illustrates a cross section of plate-fin flow channels, including the parameters
width, height, fin thickness, and plate thickness.
We used a heat exchanger model from the OpenConcept library. OpenConcept∗ is an aircraft “conceptual design and optimization toolkit” built on the OpenMDAO framework, including simple, conceptual-level models of systems components [4]. The
OpenConcept [4] heat exchanger model implements the NTU -ε equations to compute heat transfer, and uses an empirical correlation
from Manglik and Bergles [17] for convective heat transfer and friction coefficients specific to the offset strip fin geometry.
For this study, we used values representative of a air-liquid heat exchanger, with cold-side channel width and height 1 mm, and
hot-side channel width 14 mm by 1.35 mm. We did not vary the heat exchanger geometry design variables during optimization but
optimizing these parameters would most likely improve system performance slightly. The heat exchanger in the bypass stream of the
engine occupies the entire duct. We achieve this by setting the frontal area of the heat exchanger to be same as the bypass duct area
computed by the engine design case.
2.2.2 Lifting System Description
The ability for the heat exchanger to transfer thermal energy into the bypass stream is dependent on its surface area, the fluid
properties at both the hot and cold sides of the heat exchanger, as well as the temperature difference between the two fluids. One
way to increase the temperature difference is to use an air cycle machine (ACM), a type of heat pump which uses mechanical work to
transfer heat from a cooler fluid to a warmer fluid. Although more total heat is produced due to thermodynamic cycle inefficiency, the
heat exchanger transfers heat faster due to the larger temperature differential. To power this thermal lifting system, energy can be used
from bleed air or shaft power offtakes from the engine.
In this work, we use shaft power from the high-pressure shaft to lift the thermal energy. This directly introduces a weak coupling
between engine performance and thermal system efficiency as some energy must come off of the shaft to power the lifting system.
However, the magnitude of the shaft power used in the lifting system is dwarfed by the total power in the engine, so this coupling
is inconsequential. For a design later presented in this paper, the lifting work taken off the shaft is about 33 hp, while the shaft is
producing more than 19 000 hp, which means that the lifting system is using about 0.17% of the shaft power. The more important
trade-off is between the amount of lifting work done and the heat generated during the process. Although the heat load is at a higher
temperature as it is lifted, the greater total heat amount that needs to be dissipated has an effect on the optimal engine design.
Nominally, this ACM operates as a closed Brayton cycle, where the working fluid that transmits heat is recirculated through a
series of elements. In a closed Brayton cycle, the working fluid flows through a low-temperature heat exchanger and accepts heat.
The fluid then enters a compressor and contracts, leading to a higher temperature working fluid. This heated fluid then flows through
a high-temperature heat exchanger, where energy is dissipated. The fluid then goes through a turbine and expands before interacting
with the low-temperature heat exchanger as the cycle continues. In our model, the low-temperature heat exchanger interfaces with
the electronics load on the hot side and the Brayton cycle on the cold side. The high-temperature heat exchanger takes heat from the
Brayton cycle on the hot side and transfers it to the bypass duct airstream. This realistically accounts for the losses in heat transfer
between the fluids, since we do not assume instantaneous and lossless heat transfer in the lifting system.
Instead of explicitly modeling the Brayton cycle using pyCycle, we model it using a system of equations based on assumed friction
losses and performance efficiencies to capture the relevant physics without adding unnecessary complexity to the model. These
equations are formulated to take in the amount of lifting work provided by the engine shaft, and compute the heat loads that must be
transferred at both the electronics and duct heat exchangers. We solve for the heat load from the lifting system that must be dissipated
using the duct heat exchanger, and get
Qh =

ηpη f W
W0
=
,
1 − Tc /Th
1 − Tc /Th

where Qh is the lifted heat load, W 0 is the efficiency-adjusted work, Tc and Th are the temperatures of the cooling fluid at the electronics
and duct heat exchangers respectively, W is the work coming off the shaft, η p is the shaft power transfer efficiency, and η f is the
friction loss efficiency. We can then solve for the cold-side heat load and get
Qc = Qh − (2 − η f )η pW.
Qc is the amount of heat transferred from the actual heat load, e.g., our electronics heat output. The losses due to friction are lost
to the cold reservoir, leading to a higher Qc value than in an ideal case. Throughout this work, we use η f = 0.95 and η p = 0.95 as
nominal representative values. A schematic of the work and heat flow for this simplified cycle is shown in Fig. 4. The full enginethermal model with the lifting system included was previously presented in Fig. 2, which shows the shaft power offtake that is used to
power the lifting system.
2.3

Fully Coupled Model
By directly coupling the propulsion and thermal system models, we can evaluate the performance of the full system while correctly
accounting for the systems’ interactions. An extended design structure matrix (XDSM) diagram [15] showing the data passing between
the models and optimizer is shown in Fig. 5. The optimizer provides design variable values to the engine and thermal systems. pyCycle
∗ https://github.com/mdolab/openconcept/
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Figure 4: The lifting system
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computes the bypass duct airflow properties, including air temperature, heat capacity, density, thermal conductivity. These properties
are then passed to the heat exchanger model, which then computes the heat transfer and pressure drop across the heat exchanger to
pass back to the engine model. These coupled systems are converged simultaneously using a Newton solver with an Armijo–Goldstein
linesearch. Because we constructed the models in OpenMDAO with MDO in mind, we can modularly change the system grouping
and solver settings based on knowledge of how best to converge the complex system.
Figure 5: The XDSM diagram for the engine-thermal system.
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One major advantage of using OpenMDAO [7] is that the framework automatically computes the coupled adjoint for a multidisciplinary system, which efficiently computes the total derivatives needed for gradient-based optimization. The creator of the
multidisciplinary model only needs to provide the analytic partial derivatives of each component within subsystems, and OpenMDAO
uses chain rule and the modular analysis and unified derivatives theory [9] to compute the total derivatives of the system. This greatly
decreases the implementation cost of developing novel multidisciplinary systems that provide analytic derivatives. For this work, we
compute the analytic partial derivatives of the computational blocks in the propulsion and thermal systems individually, provide these
to OpenMDAO, which then computes the total derivatives for all functions of interest with respect to the design variables while accounting for the direct coupling between the disciplines. This modular flexibility allows models developed in OpenMDAO to be easily
coupled and used in gradient-based MDO.
Throughout this work, we are interested in examining the trends and coupling between the engine and thermal systems instead of
the absolute numbers from the analyses and optimizations. We assume a constant temperature and single-source heat load, when in
reality this thermal system would have multiple heat loads at different qualities. The interactions between the disciplines are captured
here without using exact efficiencies, element maps, and sizing parameters from engine manufacturers. This allows us to more publicly
examine the coupled system and report on our findings.
3.

Parameter Studies
We can use the fully coupled model to explore multidisciplinary trade-offs of interest to both engine and thermal system designers.
We can vary engine design parameters, such as bypass ratios, design Mach numbers, pressure ratios, element maps, and efficiencies.
On the thermal system side, we can control the heat exchanger geometric variables, such as fin length, width, spacing, and offset
distance. For the thermal lifting system, we can vary the mass flow through the ACM and the heat exchanger variables that interface
with the ACM. In this work, we examine a small subset of these design parameters while holding the others constant to highlight how
these variations affect overall system performance.
To gain an intuitive understanding for how the thermal lifting process affects optimal engine performance, we analyzed the coupled
model across a sweep of lifting work values. We used the same fixed engine design used in the BPR study and did not perform
any design optimization here. Figure 6 shows the temperatures and heat loads for the hot and cold sides of the lifting system for 11
different nominal lifting work values. As the amount of lifting work done increases, the temperature difference in the ACM increases,
which means the heat exchangers can dissipate more thermal energy due to the larger temperature difference between the hot and cold
sides. However, the work used to lift the thermal energy must also be dissipated by the heat exchangers, which means more thermal
energy is put into the bypass airstream. The optimal amount of lifting work, accounting for the increased temperature difference and
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larger thermal loads, depends on the bypass airflow properties and heat exchanger designs. Depending on the vehicle flight conditions,
different lifting work amounts will be optimal based on the amount of heat dissipation required.
Figure 6: As more lifting work is added to the thermal lifting system, the amount of heat that must be dissipated increases, as does
the temperature of the air within the ACM. Qh is greater than Qc due to the added heat from the lifting work.
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4.

Optimization Results
As discussed previously, there are a large number of potential optimization problems that could be solved to study the design space
of this model. We first compare optimal engine performance for the non-lifting and lifting thermal systems across a range of heat
transfer requirements at a single flight condition. Table 1 shows the optimization problem formulations for both thermal system types.
The lifting work design variable is only present in the engine-thermal model that includes the lifting system.
We are minimizing the fuel flow to the combustor while meeting a heat transfer requirement at a supersonic flight condition. The
optimizer has control over fan pressure ratio (FPR), overall pressure ratio (OPR), the main BPR, and the design sea level static thrust
for all cases, as well as the lifting work for the lifting system cases. The Acdes variable controls the capture area of the inlet, which we
constrain to be equal to the capture area of the supersonic case to accurately compute installation drag. We sweep through heat transfer
requirements from 2.5 kW to 15 kW for both thermal system architectures and perform optimizations at each point, prescribing the
heat transfer amount using an equality constraint. For these optimizations, we hold the secondary BPR fixed to 1.0 to simplify the
optimization problem.
Table 1: The optimization problems for both coupled system types. The lifting work variable is only in the lifting system problems.
Category
Objective
Variables

Constraints

Name
Fuel flow
FPR
OPR
Fnet,SLS
Acdes
Main BPR
Lifting work
Capture area ratio
Fnet,TOC
Heat transfer

Lower
–
1.5
15.
22 000
600
0.05
0.5
1.
7600
2.5

Upper
–
5.0
35.
35 000
1200
–
–
1.
–
15

Units
lbm/s
–
–
lbf
in2
–
kW
–
lbf
kW

Figure 7 shows the optimized results for the two types of coupled systems. We see that by using a lifting system, the optimal
fuel flow at the supersonic flight condition is improved between 1.5% to 2.6%. The only ways for the non-lifting system to meet the
heat transfer requirement are by changing the bypass airflow or duct size, whereas the lifting system can also change the quality and
quantity of the thermal load.
Tables 2 and 3 show the optimal design variable values. Examining the optimal designs, as the heat transfer requirement increases
for the non-lifting system, the optimizer chooses to decrease FPR, which lowers the temperature of the air in the bypass duct, allowing
for more heat transfer with the heat exchanger. On the other hand, the lifting system can have a higher FPR while still meeting
the designated heat transfer, leading to a more efficient engine. The addition of the lifting system allows the optimizer to find the
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thermodynamically optimal engine design for each heat transfer requirement. This is partially possible because we are only considering
engine performance at a single flight condition.

Fuel flow for supersonic cruise, lbm/s

Figure 7: The lifting system allows the optimizer to find a lower fuel burn across all heat transfer requirements.
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Table 2: Optimal design variable values for the non-lifting system.
Heat transfer, kW
2.5
5.0
7.5
10.0
12.5
15.0

Design thrust, lbf
31584
31548
31504
31464
31448
31436

OPR
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0

FPR
3.050
2.787
2.540
2.309
2.095
1.895

Main BPR
0.598
0.589
0.581
0.571
0.555
0.533

Fuel flow, lbm/s
2.280
2.286
2.290
2.295
2.301
2.307

Table 3: Optimal design variable values for the lifting system.
Heat transfer, kW Design thrust, lbf OPR FPR Main BPR Fuel flow, lbm/s Lifting work, kW
2.5
31651 35.0 5.000
0.643
2.247
0.62
5.0
31651 35.0 5.000
0.643
2.247
1.94
7.5
31651 35.0 5.000
0.643
2.247
4.24
10.0
31653 35.0 5.000
0.644
2.246
8.00
12.5
31660 35.0 5.000
0.644
2.246
14.18
15.0
31669 35.0 5.000
0.644
2.246
24.67
The lifting system introduces additional thermal energy into the bypass duct, which causes the bypass nozzle to create more thrust
than if the airflow was not heated. This slightly positive net thrust effect, coupled with the larger temperature difference possible
through the lifting system, counteracts some of the negative effects associated with needing to dissipate more thermal energy. The
optimal lifting work values go from 0.62 kW to 24.67 kW across this range of heat transfer requirements. Since we require more heat
to be dissipated, much more lifting work is required at each optimal point.
The coupled model does not include many of the realistic considerations that are necessary when measuring total system performance. In particular, we do not account for the weight of the heat exchangers or thermal system components, which is not negligible.
Additionally, the actual performance of the ACM may differ than what is modeled here, because we are using an analytic Brayton
cycle with assumed efficiencies. We are considering steady-state thermal effects, though heat flow is an inherently transient problem.
We would have to integrate this engine-thermal system across multiple time points to accurately evaluate the transient performance.
5.

Conclusion
In this work, we constructed a coupled engine-thermal system that models a 3-stream split-flow supersonic engine with a heat exchanger in the secondary bypass duct and an optional heat lifting system. The multidisciplinary model is developed using OpenMDAO
and integrates other disciplinary analysis modules. We constructed this model in a modular way to more easily integrate it into a larger
vehicle- or mission-level optimization problem.
We first performed analysis sweeps to examine how the model behaves and to ensure that the trends matched physical reasoning.
We then performed a series of optimizations across a range of heat transfer requirements. We compared the performance of the engine
with and without the thermal lifting system and found that thermal lifting enabled fuel burn reductions of 1.5% for 2.5 kW of heat
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rejection, to 2.6% for 15 kW of heat rejection. The results presented here are limited in scope, and this model could be used for a
variety of other optimization studies.
Future work could optimize the heat exchanger design, examine multiple flight conditions, or introduce more physical trade-offs
in the thermal system model that would lead to more realistic results for a given aircraft. This work shows that it is possible to do
gradient-based design optimization of a coupled thermal-propulsive system to obtain optimal engine performance under thermal load.
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